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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to the Best Tugs Family!

We hope this tug lives up to your expectations and builds your love of aviation for 
years to come.

Please read this manual. This guide is here to provide information that will help you 
familiarize yourself with your tug, get more out of it, and use it safely. 

After you’ve read this manual and still have any questions about functionality or safe 
use, please give us a call. Also, please remember we love our customers and will always 
be excited to discuss any questions you might have. We will do whatever we can to 
make sure you and your plane are both safe while using your Best Tugs product. 

- Team Best Tugs

Best Tugs 
3573 North Main Street 
Spanish Fork, UT 84660 

800.914.2003
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GETTING STARTED

Uncrating
Please read these instructions before beginning.
For any questions call us at 800.914.2003

Tools Needed:
- Phillips Head 
Screw Driver 
(Drill/Impact is best)
- Knife/Scissors

1. Lid will be marked with a spray painted red “1” - Start by 
removing the screws marked with red paint from the lid. Remove 
top lid from crate. 

2. End of crate marked with spray painted red “2” - Remove the 
screws marked with blue paint. This will allow end wall to be 
removed easily. 

3. Remove plastic wrap around Control Arm. Remove L-Handle Pin 
from control arm BEFORE lifting control arm (FIG 1). Rotate Control 
Arm into the lowest operating position (FIG 2). Insert L-Handle Pin 
until pin is clearly visible from both sides. See 
page 8 for more instructions on adjusting the Control Arm. 

4. On lateral sides of the crate marked with a red “3” - Remove the 
screws marked with red paint. This will remove the 2x4 boards holding 
the control arm and tires in place. NOTE: Make sure to hold the 
boards as you remove screws to keep them from falling onto tug’s 
cover. 

5. Cut strap holding the cardboard box in place. This box holds the 
accessories for your tug. Remove box from crate. 

6. On the removed end of the crate, take two (2) 2x4 boards that 
were removed from the crate during step 4 and stack them on top 
of each other on the ground at the end of the crate. (FIG 3)

7. Place the removed end wall with the ½” plywood resting on the 
2x4’s to create a ramp which will allow you to back your tug out of 
the crate without scratching the bottom plate. (FIG 4) 

NOTE: The B5 comes with two (2) 2x4 boards in the crate, while 
the B8 and B12 come with three (3). The third 2x4 board should be 
used to support the ramp as shown in FIG 4 for the heavier B8 and 
B12 models. Third board is not necessary for B5. We recommend 
performing this step outside of the hangar if you have a painted 
floor to avoid any possible scuffs or scratches.  

8. Turn tug on by rotating red E-Stop on the end of the control panel 
clockwise and pushing the master switch to the “on” position. 

9. Make sure the direction is set to “PULL” and slowly twist the 
throttle to drive your tug out of the crate. See page 11 of your User 
Manual for further instructions on how to operate tug safely.  

10. Attach your Best Tugs to your aircraft. Email cool pictures of 
your tug and plane/helicopter to 
sales@besttugs.com. We like to keep a picture of your aircraft and 
tug in our files. You may also see it on our website or social media, 
with your permission of course. 

Most importantly, enjoy your new Best Tugs! FIG 1

 FIG 2

 FIG 3

 FIG 4
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CONTROL PANEL FUNCTIONS 1. POWER/EMERGENCY STOP SWITCH
Rotate clockwise to power on, push in to turn off. 
CAUTION! Do not turn off while in motion unless 
emergency stop is needed. This aggressively 
shuts down the system and locks parking brake.

2. MASTER SWITCH
Turns tug on and off. NOTE: Tug will not turn 
on if E-Stop is pressed in. 

3. HELICOPTER LIFT SWITCH (optional)
Lift and lower your Robinson Helicopter or 
trailer. The Heli Lift has a capacity of 500 lbs.
See button 11. for lazy susan functionality.

4. BATTERY CHARGE STATUS
Recharge tug when power indicates 70% 
while tug is at rest to optimize battery life. 
When charging, the light near the charge port 
will light up. 

5. SYSTEM STATUS INDICATOR
See Error Code Translations on page 14 for 
flashing light translations.  

6. AUTO PARK INDICATOR
Red light will turn on when parking brake is 
set. Always use wheel chocks. Brake will engage 
when tug comes to a stop and will remain “in 
park” when system is powered down.  

7. DIRECTION CONTROL (PUSH/PULL)
Make sure you are familiar with the tug’s throttle 
before attaching and moving your aircraft. See 
page 11 for instructions.

8. LED LIGHT (optional)
Make sure this switch is off while tug is 
charging to keep battery safe. 

9. AIR COMPRESSOR (optional)
To hook up the included hose: As you insert 
the air hose into the fitting, you will need to 
pull the sleeve on the fitting away from the 
brass elbow connection. That will release the 
tension on the mount and allow the air hose 
to fit into place. Release fitting to lock air hose 
into place. 

10. HIGH/LOW SETTING
Use “HIGH” for maximum speed, typically 
used for long distance movements. Use 
“LOW” setting when maneuvering in tight or 
restrictive areas for better control and safety. 
No damage will occur if HIGH/LOW setting is 
switched while in motion.

11. EZ LOAD/LAZY SUSAN RELEASE (optional)
This button releases or locks the locking 
mechanism. Switch 3. also acts to lift or lower 
the pin to lock your lazy susan. 
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 Quick Lock Fork (QLF)  Cup Adapters  Air Hose and Pressure Gauge

 Jump Start Cords Twisting Slide  Locking Slide

WHAT’S IN THE CRATE? Just a couple notes: The twisting and locking slides are attached to the QLF. They are listed for 
reference purposes later in this manual. Be sure to remove L-Handle Pin before rotating control 
arm into the operating position. The contents in your crate will vary depending on the options 
selected and the type of aircraft mentioned at the time of purchase. 

 External Charger

Items Depending On Aircraft or 
Options on Tug

Standard Items

 L-Handle Pin  Retractable Gear Attachment (RGA) (in base of control arm)
 Carabiner, Axle Strap, RGA Pin
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INITIAL SET UP
NOTE: Take time to drive your tug without aircraft loaded. Change the drive direction (PUSH/PULL), 
vary the speed by slowly twisting the throttle as you begin moving. Be sure you are familiar with your 
tug’s throttle and maneuverability before loading your aircraft.  See page 11 for more. 

Check your POH to verify the maximum turn radius for your particular nose gear. The tug can 
rotate around your plane at an angle that may exceed the nose gear’s maximum turn radius. 
Best Tugs assumes no responsibility for any 
damage caused by operator misusing the 
equipment. As the operator you have the 
responsibility to be familiar with your plane 
and its specific limitations. 

Adjusting the Control Arm

Your tug arrives fully assembled, you will simply 
need to set the control arm to your preferred 
height. To do this, be sure you have a good 
hold on the control arm to make sure it doesn’t 
fall onto the cover, remove the L-Handle Pin at 
the base of the control arm and rotate the arm 
(FIG 5) until it is at your preferred angle.  (Most 
customers lower it to the bottom position.)

Once you have decided on the angle, line up the 
holes on the base bracket with the holes on the 
base of the control arm and insert the L-Handle 
Pin until it is visible from both sides. (FIG 6)

NOTE: Quick Lock Fork and Retractable Gear Attachment 
ARE NOT USED TOGETHER

Setting Up the Quick Lock Fork (QLF)

TIP: It is easier to set up your QLF if you give 
yourself plenty of slack in the strap.

1. Right Fork - Push the spring loaded locking slide on the 
right fork of the QLF to the left until it locks into place. You 
will know it’s locked when the slide does not return to the 
open position on its own. (FIG 7) To release the slide, lift 
the drop pin and allow the slide to return to it’s original 
position. 

2. Place the QLF over/in the nose gear connection. 

3. Left Fork - Lift drop pin on left fork and rotate the slide 
until it fits firmly against the nose gear. (FIG 8) The less slop 
and wiggle the better.  Once the slide is fit snug, release the 
drop pin and continue twisting until it falls into place to lock 
the slide.  See FIG 10 and FIG 11 on page 10 for example. 

SWITCHING TO QLF FROM RETRACTABLE GEAR 
ATTACHMENT (RGA) - Pull pin and remove the RGA from 
the loading tray and take the carabiner off the tow strap. Take 
the winch strap in one hand and the QLF in the other. On the 
center of the QLF, take the detent pin out of its hole by pushing 
the springing wedge down and removing the pin.  Slip the tow 
strap onto the pin and push to original position. (FIG 9)

 FIG 7

 FIG 8 FIG 5

 FIG 9 FIG 6
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Now that your QLF is set up for your specific plane, you are 
ready to winch it into place and move your aircraft.  Skip to 
“Loading Your Plane” below for next step.  

DO NOT USE QUICK LOCK FORK AND RETRACTABLE 
GEAR ATTACHMENT AT THE SAME TIME 

Setting Up Retractable Gear Attachment (RGA)

1. The RGA drops into the loading tray between the two 
brackets. Line up the holes on the RGA to the holes on the 
bracket in the loading tray and insert the pin. Make sure 
both ends of the pin are clearly visible and pin is 
fully inserted. (FIG 12)

Loading Your Plane

Double check your attachments to make sure they are 
correctly attached and the set up steps were followed. 

1. Chock aircraft mains. Position tug with nose wheel 
centered on ramp. Turn the tug off for safest loading.

2. Put winch in neutral/reverse and pull enough slack in the 
strap to attach QLF for wheel pant planes or axel strap for 
retractable gear aircraft.  

3. Before you begin winching, flip the switch  (FIG 13) on the B5 
winch to the forward position (counter clockwise (FIG 14) for B8 
and B12-18) and winch the plane onto tug’s loading tray. 

Note: Some that are comfortable with their throttle can 
choose to winch the plane onto the tug while very slowly 
driving the tug forward which will make winching easier. 
Keep wheels chocked if you decide to use this method 
to avoid accidental damage or injury. You can winch your 
plane onto the tug without taking this step if you choose.

**See BestTugs.com for instructional videos on loading.**

Moving Your Plane 

Check the surroundings of the plane, remove any 
obstructions, and verify wheel chocks have been removed. 
Make sure the tug is in proper mode (PUSH/PULL) then 
twist the throttle to start moving. Make sure you familiarize 
yourself with how long it takes for your plane to ramp up/
down and stop. That “coast” when slowing is due to the 
software that protects your nose gear from unnecessary 
damage and stress. Take the time to get used to this feature 
and be aware as you move your aircraft. We strongly 
recommend moving your tug without aircraft attached to 
get used to the controls and movements. As you are moving 
your plane, be sure your nose gear can handle the turns you 
are taking. As the operator, you are responsible for knowing 
the limitations of your specific aircraft. 

 STRAP IN

 STRAP IN

 STRAP IN

 STRAP IN

 STRAP OUT

 STRAP OUT

 STRAP OUT

 STRAP OUT

 B5 Winch

 B9 / B12 Winch

Pin Properly Set

Pin Improperly Set

 FIG 14

 FIG 13 FIG 10

 FIG 11

 FIG 12
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Parking

Your tug has an automatic parking brake that will engage 
when you stop your tug. A red light on the control panel 
will light up to show the brake has been properly set. When 
you are ready to move, simply rotate the throttle and the 
brake will disengage automatically. 

NOTE: Tug’s parking brake is meant to act as a secondary 
brake, always use wheel chocks to park your aircraft safely. 

Unloading Your Plane

1. Make sure tug is in line with plane. Chock aircraft mains. 

2. Crank winch handle slightly to release stress on winch 
direction selector; switch to unload/neutral.

3. Select “PULL” on control panel and slowly drive tug 
away from aircraft.

CAUTION
 Winch handle rotates quickly as your plane 

unloads from the tug, keep hands clear (FIG 14)

4. Leave the slack left from unloading the plane unspooled. 
This will leave the attachment/strap ready to be attached 
for your next flight. 

 FIG 15

 FIG 16

 DROP PIN

  LIFT PIN

Lazy Susan/EZ Load Operation

Always use wheel chocks when loading and unloading 
your plane. Keep your fingers away from release button 
(FIG 16) while moving or planning to move your aircraft. 
The lazy susan/EZ load will not release the aircraft until the 
weight of the plane has contacted the front wall of the cage. 
If you push the release and the aircraft does not unload, 
make sure mains are chocked, then drive tug towards aircraft 
slightly to relieve pressure from front rollers, push release 
switch. 

Do NOT hold the silver release for longer than two seconds. 

Moving the tug towards the aircraft will cause the nose 
wheel to contact the front rollers, release the safety hook, 
and allow your plane to unload. Be sure your tug and 
aircraft are in line with each other before unloading to avoid 
damage to your tug/aircraft.

Note: As you are moving your plane, avoid pushing release 
button as it could potentially cause your aircraft to unload 
under unsafe circumstances. 

If you would like to lock the lazy susan so it cannot rotate, 
drop the locking pin by pushing “DOWN” on the switch by 
the digital display and line up the plane and tug so the static 
lock engages. To allow lazy susan to rotate again, push “UP” 
to lift the locking pin. 
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Error Code Translations 

Most codes are safely reset by turning the tug off, waiting three seconds, then back on again. 
Common codes are underlined. If system fails to reset please contact Best Tugs at 
800.914.2003 for assistance.  

Blue LED Light off: System powered down after 20 minutes of no use.  
Blue LED Light on: Controller operational, no faults.  

All codes have two parts. Count the sequence of flashes (*) to identify code

1,1 * * Aircraft Chocked or Brake Set
1,2 * ** Throttle Fault 
1,3 * *** Speed Limit Fault 
1,4 * **** Low Battery (Charge Required ASAP) 
1,5 * ***** Over Voltage (Unplug tug before use)
2,1 ** * Main Contactor Driver Failed Open 
2,3 ** *** Main Contactor Stuck, driver fail, or brake coil 
2,4 ** **** Main Contactor Driver Failed Closed 
3,1 *** * HPD Fault  
3,2 *** ** Brake on (Electromagnetic brake open or shorted)  
3,3 *** *** Pre Charge Fault (Low Battery)  
3,4 *** **** Brake Off (Electromagnetic Brake open or shorted)  
3,5 *** ***** HPD Fault (Throttle was engaged when tug was turned on) 
4,1 **** * Current Fault (controller failure, motor or wire failure)  
4,2 **** ** Motor voltage (short in motor or wiring)  
4,3 **** *** EEPROM Failure 
4,4 **** **** Power Section Fault

CONTINUED USE

Maintenance

Recommended tire pressure is 35 psi. Check consistently to make sure the motors are not 
pushing more resistence than necessary. Tighten chains every 12 months for safe operation. 
To tighten chains, remove the six (6) Allen screws around the perimeter of the cover, loosen 
five (5) bolts on the motor mount. Using pry bar, tighten chains by pushing against the axel 
until there is little to no slack in the chains. While keeping tension, retighten bolts. If you have 
any questions about this process, give us a call at 800.914.2003 and we will happily walk you 
through the steps. Contact customer support to replace winch strap when showing wear. 
Caster wheel will need to be re-greased every two years for continuous use. 

Battery Care

Charging your tug is as simple as using a standard 120V wall outlet with the accompanying 
extension cord plugged into the tug’s onboard smart charger.  To determine the accurate status 
of your battery’s charge, leave the tug at rest for more than 60 seconds. Charge your tug when 
the battery falls below 70% when at rest for optimal battery life. The tug constantly calculates the 
state of charge which is why the percentage fluctuates while moving your plane. 

Make sure your Master Switch and LED Light are both turned off when charging. Leaving them 
on may damage your batteries. We use Duracell Ultra Gel deep cycle batteries.  When your 
batteries are beginning to wear out you will notice shorter times needed between charges. 
Replacement batteries can be picked up at most local battery stores. To access the batteries, 
take off the six (6) Allen screws located around the perimeter of the cover with a 5/32” wrench. 
Carefully remove the cover. 
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SOLUTION

A cheap 12 volt battery charger (commonly found at Walmart) 
can sometimes save the batteries. If recovery is unsuccessful, 
replacement batteries can be purchased at most battery/
automotive stores in the U.S. 

DO NOT use these two attachments together. Please go to 
pages 9 and 10 for instructions

There are two possible solutions. 1-Tug will turn off computer 
after 20 minutes of inactivity. To reset computer, turn tug’s 
master switch off for three seconds and back on. 2-Make sure 
the red E-Stop is not pushed in. Tug will not turn on unless 
E-Stop has been twisted out. 

See Error Code Translations on page 14 for details.

There is a manual override under the cover. It is a red handle 
on the motor pointing at the batteries. Pull it up (it will only 
pop up a few degrees) the parking brake will disengage and 
allow the tug to be pushed freely. 

QUESTION

Left tug on and
batteries are dead

Quick Lock Fork and 
Retractable Gear 
Attachment used at 
same time

Master switch is “on” but 
tug is not moving

Started to move plane, tug 
stopped, light flashing

Tug died outside of 
hangar with parking brake 
engaged. 

TROUBLESHOOTING Storage 

Store your tug in an area that is dry and safe from 
the elements. Limited exposure to rain and snow 
will not affect the electrical systems, however, 
extended exposure is not recommended. If 
you would like a cover for your tug, call us at 
800.914.2003

Charge your tug whenever the charge status reads 
less than 70%. If you do not plan on using your 
tug for an extended period of time, leave your tug 
plugged in and our Smart Charge™ technology 
will take care of the battery. Always make sure your 
tug and accessories are TURNED OFF. 

Warranty 

Best Tugs™ includes a 1 year standard warranty on parts and 1 year warranty on the drive train 
from date of delivery. Warranty excludes labor and cost of shipping. Batteries are not covered 
in Best Tugs warranty. If you purchased the 3 year warranty for $495, the same standard 
warranty will apply for the full 3 year period.  

This warranty does not apply to any Best Tugs™ component part(s) that have damage caused 
by: misuse of the tug, accidents, collision or object striking the tug, vandalism, fire, explosion, 
water damage, customer-applied chemicals to painted surfaces, improper handling or 
application, nor does it extend to the Best Tugs™ parts which have been repaired or altered 
outside of Best Tugs™ provided maintenance of an authorized service representative. Furthermore, 
any modification of the Best Tugs™ MUST be pre-approved and documented in writing by Best 
Tugs™. Failure to do so voids the warranty.


